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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has established a program to evaluate the
technical feasibility of using Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) based
technology for International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Category (CAT) IIIB
precision approach and landing applications. This program includes evaluation of DGPS
systems developed by independent researchers/contractors onboard test aircraft provided
by member airlines of the Air Transport Association.
The overall objective here was to verify that the Stanford University/United Airlines
DGPS system demonstrated the capability to meet the requirements for accuracy and
integrity, as specified in the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test Plan [2], over at least 91
completed CAT IIIB approach and autolandings.
Specific objectives were:
lo Accuracy: Determine whether the CAT IIIB equipment met 1) FAA AC 20-57A
(Automatic Landing Systems) [3], AC 120-28C (Criteria for Approval of CAT III
Landing Weather Minima) [4] and the Required Navigation Performance (RNP)
for total system error for a straight-in, Instrument Landing System (ILS) like
approach for CAT IIIB, and 2) ICAO Annex 10 [5] Microwave Landing System
(MLS) accuracy requirements for navigation sensor errors.
, Integrity Monitor Response: Determine whether the CAT IIIB equipment integrity
monitor response had a low alarm rate and detected out of tolerance total system
and navigation sensor errors. The CAT IIIB equipment was expected to detect all
satellite signal anomalies which did occur. In addition, the CAT IIIB equipment
was not expected to generate any false alarms.
The Stanford University/United Airlines system performance was compared to Measures
of Success (MOSs) as specified in the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test Plan, where
determination of successful performance was based on statistical hypothesis testing. For
the Stanford University/United Airlines system to be considered successful, MOSs based
on total system error must have successful performance [2]. MOSs based on navigation
sensor error were included to acquire additional information on system performance, but
the primary interest was in total system error.
ACCURACY AND INTEGRITY REQUIREMENTS
The RNP specifies system accuracy in terms of total system error, as opposed to
navigation sensor error as currently specified for ILS. For precision approaches, the RNP
describes the required accuracy via two concentric rectangular tunnels that surround the
final approach path to the landing runway [1]. Both tunnels are centered around the 3
degree glide path that intercepts the runway 954 ft past the threshold and decrease in
lateral and vertical size as the runway intercept point is reached.
The inner tunnel defines a region within which the aircraft's Center of Gravity (CG) must
be contained a minimum of 95 percent of the time. Associated with the inner tunnel is a
two-dimensional touchdown dispersion box that extends +27 ft laterally from the runway
centerlineand_+750ft longitudinally from therunwayinterceptpoint. The aircraft CG
mustbecontainedwithin thisboxat touchdownaminimumof 95percentof thetime.
The outer tunnel defines a region beyond which no part of the aircraft is allowed to
extend with a probability greater than 1 in 107 landings.
The navigation sensor error is specified in terms of two parameters: Path Following Error
(PFE) and Control Motion Noise (CMN). With regard to MLS, PFE is defined as that
portion of the guidance system error which will result in an actual aircraft displacement
from the desired flight path [5]. CMN is defined as that portion of the guidance system
error which, when coupled to the autopilot, results in control surface, wheel and column
motion, and possibly attitude angle change, but does not cause aircraft displacement from
the desired flight path [5].
The integrity under normal operating conditions is specified in terms of false alarms,
missed alarms and time to alarm. A maximum of one false alarm is allowed and there
can be no missed alarms. In addition, any alarm condition must be acknowledged in two
seconds or less.
The specific accuracy requirements for MOS 1 through MOS 4 as well as the specific
integrity requirements for MOS 6 and MOS 7 are described in detail in the FAA CAT III
Level 2 Flight Test Plan.
FLIGHT TEST FACILITIES
All test flights were conducted at NASA Ames Research Center's Crows Landing Flight
Facility, located in the San Joaquin Valley approximately 45 miles East of the NASA
Ames Research Center. The NASA test facility at Crows Landing includes two Nike X-
band monopulse radar trackers and one precision NiYag laser tracker. The laser tracker
provides precise aircraft range, azimuth and elevation and is used to provide the GPS
time-tagged truth reference data by tracking a laser retro-reflector mounted on the test
aircraft.
The stated laser tracker range accuracy is nominally .+1 ft (lc0 out to 30,000 ft; azimuth
and elevation accuracy are nominally _+0.2 mrad (1_). These values equate to an
estimated position error of -+0.230 m along-track, -+0.489 m laterally and +_0.448 m
vertically at the 100 ft Height Above Threshold (HAT) position along the 3 degree
approach path (2230 m from the laser tracker). However, experience with the laser
tracker during this and other approach and landing flight tests has demonstrated
accuracies which are consistently better than shown above.
The laser tracker was calibrated immediately prior to the start of the series of approaches
during each test flight. In addition, the laser tracker was checked after each approach by
tracking a static laser retro-reflector mounted at a survey point located approximately
underneath the 100 ft HAT position along the 3 degree approach path (See Figure 1).
In the laser truth reference data post-processing, laser range, azimuth and elevation data
were wild-pointed and smoothed with a zero phase-shift, low-pass digital filter. The
static laser check data were then used to identify laser range, azimuth and elevation biases
as a function of time. The laser truth reference data were corrected for refraction errors,













Figure 1 Crows Landing Flight Facility
Figure 2 shows a laser truth reference position error of_+0.061 m (1_) laterally and _+0.084
m (1_) vertically at the static laser retro-reflector position (2420 m from the laser tracker)
for a five minute laser track of the static laser retro-reflector on the last day of the flight
test. This data is the result of the above mentioned post-processing steps and is
characteristic of static laser checks of this and other approach and landing flight tests
conducted at Crows Landing.
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FLIGHT TEST DESCRIPTION
The flight test consisted of standard 3 degree glide path straight-in approaches
terminating with autolandings to Runway 35 at the Crows Landing Flight Facility (See
Figure 3). Each approach was started at the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) located five
nautical miles out along the runway centerline with the test aircraft established on speed,
on course, on glide path, configured for autolanding with all data collection equipment
operational.
Laser tracking data were recorded from the time the test aircraft crossed the Final
Approach Fix (FAF), located three and a quarter nautical miles out along the runway
centerline, through autolanding and the subsequent touch and go or landing roll-out. At
the completion of the touch and go, the test aircraft was flown back to the IAF (via the
test pattern depicted in Figure 4), to set up for another approach. Ten percent of the
autolandings terminated with a full stop, followed immediately with a takeoff to set up
for another approach.
All of the approach and landings, from the FAF to touchdown, were accomplished with
the guidance coupled to the autopilot. Upon touchdown, the autopilot was disengaged,
andthe pilot assumedcontrol of the aircraft. All test flights were flown in dayVisual
MeteorologicalConditions(VMC).
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Figure 3 Crows Landing Flight Facility Runway 35 Approach
After the test aircraft initiated the touch and go or takeoff, the laser tracker was used to
track the static laser retro-reflector, located on the runway centerline approximately 1600
ft prior to the Runway 35 Threshold (See Figure 1), to perform the laser tracker
calibration check as discussed in the previous section. At the completion of the laser
track of the static laser retro-reflector, the laser tracker re-acquired the test aircraft on its













Figure 4 Crows Landing Flight Facility Runway 35 Flight Test Pattern
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
All of the 100 approaches and autolandings evaluated were accomplished at the Crows
Landing Flight Facility between 11 and 14 October 1994. Using the laser tracker as
ground truth reference, both total system error and navigation sensor error were measured
and evaluated for all of the approaches and autolandings. For the Stanford
University/United Airlines system to be considered successful, MOSs based on total
system error must achieve successful performance. MOSs based on navigation sensor
error were included to acquire additional information on system performance, but the
primary interest was in total system error. Refer to the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test
Plan for a complete discussion of the individual MOSs as well as the data processing
procedures for each of the different MOSs.
Vertical Navigation Sensor Error
Evaluation of the vertical navigation sensor error, MOS 1, was based on passing the
difference between the laser tracker truth reference and the vertical navigation sensor
error (both referenced to the navigation reference point (NRP)) through the vertical PFE
and CMN ICAO Annex 10 filters for MLS evaluation. The vertical PFE and CMN filter
outputs were compared to the 95 percent thresholds from the 700 ft HAT position to the
50 ft HAT position. Estimation statistics were evaluated on the ensemble data from the
1000 ft HAT position through autolanding and the subsequent touch and go or landing
roll-out to further characterize the flight test results. Refer to Appendix B for all MOS 1
statistics and plots as required by the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test Plan.
Of the 100 approaches and autolandings evaluated, 50 failed MOS 1 specifications,
resulting in the failure of MOS 1. All of the approaches that failed MOS 1 did so by
exceeding the vertical PFE filter limits prior to reaching approximately the 500 ft HAT
position. This position coincides with the position where the transition from the less
accurate code-based solution to the more accurate kinematic solution occurs. In addition,
these transitions created relatively large vertical position discontinuities in several of the
50 approaches that failed MOS 1, which in turn resulted in CMN filter spikes that
exceeded the vertical CMN filter limits.
Lateral Navigation Sensor Error
Evaluation of the lateral navigation sensor error, MOS 2, was based on passing the
difference between the laser tracker truth reference and the lateral navigation sensor error
(both referenced to the NRP) through the lateral PFE and CMN ICAO Annex 10 filters
for MLS evaluation. The lateral PFE and CMN filter outputs were compared to the 95
percent thresholds from the 200 ft HAT position through autolanding and the subsequent
touch and go or landing roll-out. Estimation statistics were evaluated on the ensemble
data from the 1000 ft HAT position through autolanding and the subsequent touch and go
or landing roll-out to further characterize the flight test results. Refer to Appendix B for
all MOS 2 statistics and plots as required by the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test Plan.
All 100 of the approaches and autolandings passed MOS 2 specifications, resulting in the
success of MOS 2.
Vertical Total System Error
Evaluation of the vertical total system error, MOS 3, was based on the difference between
the test aircraft NRP vertical position, as determined by the laser tracker, and the vertical
position the NRP should have been at on the desired flight path. The total system vertical
error was evaluated relative to the inner RNP vertical tunnel limits from the 700 ft HAT
position to the 50 ft HAT position. Estimation statistics were evaluated on the ensemble
data from the 1000 ft HAT position through autolanding and the subsequent touch and go
or landing roll-out to further characterize the flight test results. Refer to Appendix A for
all MOS 3 statistics and plots as required by the FAA CAT III Level 2 Flight Test Plan.
Of the 100 approaches and autolandings evaluated, only two failed MOS 3 specifications,
resulting in the success of MOS 3. The two approaches that failed MOS 3 did so by
exceeding the lower inner RNP vertical tunnel limits prior to reaching approximately the
500 ft HAT position. Again, this position coincides with the position where the transition
from the less accurate code-based solution to the more accurate kinematic solution
occurs. The relatively large vertical position discontinuity at this transition point
combined with the slow autopilot response resulted in an over-shoot of the desired glide
path and subsequent penetration of the upper inner RNP vertical tunnel limits prior to
settling down on the desired glide path.
It is interesting to note that the two approaches that failed MOS 3 occurred on two
different days separated exactly by 23 hours and 56 minutes. In other words, it appears
that the test aircraft was in the same position in space, with the same satellite geometry
for both of the approaches. Both the Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) and
Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP) values, as well as the number of satellites, were
the same for both of the approaches. In addition, the error trajectory plots for each of the
two approaches were very similar.
Lateral Total System Error
Evaluation of the lateral total system error, MOS 4, was based on the difference between
the test aircraft NRP lateral position, as determined by the laser tracker, and the lateral
position the NRP should have been at on the desired flight path. The total system lateral
error was evaluated relative to the inner RNP lateral tunnel limits from the 200 ft HAT
position through autolanding and the subsequent touch and go or landing roll-out.
Estimationstatisticswereevaluatedon theensembledatafrom the 1000ft HAT position
through autolanding and the subsequentouch and go or landing roll-out to further
characterizetheflight testresults. Referto AppendixA for all MOS4 statisticsandplots
asrequiredby theFAA CAT III Level2 FlightTestPlan.
All 100of theapproachesandautolandingspassedMOS4 specifications,resultingin the
successof MOS4.
Touchdown Dispersion
Evaluation of the touchdown dispersion, MOS 5, was based on longitudinal and lateral
total system error at the touchdown point. The total system longitudinal error was
evaluated relative to the 1500 ft long touchdown dispersion box while the total system
lateral error was evaluated relative to the inner RNP lateral tunnel limits. Estimation
statistics were evaluated on the ensemble data from touchdown through the subsequent
touch and go or landing roll-out to further characterize the flight test results. Refer to
Appendix A for all MOS 5 statistics and plots as required by the FAA CAT III Level 2
Flight Test Plan.
All 100 of the approaches and autolandings passed MOS 5 specifications, resulting in the
success of MOS 5. All of the touchdowns were accomplished with the outboard landing
gear position less than 145 ft away from the runway centerline.
Integrity Under Normal Operation
Evaluation of the integrity under normal operation, MOS 6, was based on determining the
number of missed alarms and false alarms along an approach as well as the time to alarm.
For the total system error evaluation, the total system error was compared to the outer
RNP tunnel boundary minus the approximate dimensions of a Boeing 747 aircraft. For
the navigation sensor error evaluation, the navigation sensor error was compared to ILS
CAT III monitor limits for position errors. The true alarm state was determined by the
ground truth reference provided by the laser tracker. Estimation statistics were not
evaluated due the fact that few or no alarms were expected.
All 100 of the approaches and autolandings passed MOS 6 specifications, using both the
navigation sensor error analysis as well as the total system error analysis, resulting in the
success of MOS 6. There were no integrity alarms during any of the 100 approaches and
autolandings evaluated. In addition, there were no vertical or lateral missed or false
alarms.
Integrity Under Artificial Alarm Limits
Evaluation of the integrity under artificial alarm limits, MOS 7, was not accomplished on
the Stanford University/United Airlines system.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Refer to Table 1 for a summary of all of the requirements compared to the actual
performance, as well as a Pass or Fail score for each of the MOSs evaluated.
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Vertical Navigation Sensor Error: PFE and CMN
Lateral Navigation Sensor Error: PFE and CMN
Vertical Total System Error
Lateral Total System Error
Touchdown Dispersion:
Lateral and Longitudinal Touchdown Dispersion
Outboard Landing Gear < 145 ft From Centerline
Integrity Under Normal Operation
Vertical:
Time-To-Alarm Always <2 Seconds
Number of Missed Alarms
Lateral:
Time-To-Alarm Always <2 Seconds
Number of Missed Alarms
Number of Vertical and Lateral False Alarms
Integrity Under Artificial Alarm Limits
Vertical:
Time-To-Alarm Always <2 Seconds
Number of Missed Alarms
Number of Alarms Per Minute
Lateral:
Time-To-Alarm Always <2 Seconds
Number of Missed Alarms
Number of Alarms Per Minute



























Refer to Appendix A for the total system error, and to Appendix B for the navigation
sensor error estimation statistics as well as all ensemble plots specified in the FAA CAT
III Level 2 Flight Test Plan. Appendix C contains the individual approach and
autolanding data and corresponding plots for each of the 100 approaches and
autolandings.
CONCLUSIONS
The Stanford University/United Airlines system met the requirements for a successful
approach and autolanding, based on the total system error requirements, 98 out of 100
approaches and autolandings, thereby satisfying all of the total system error MOSs.
Based on navigation sensor error, 50 out of 100 approaches and autolandings failed MOS
1 specifications, however, the remaining navigation sensor error MOS specifications were
satisfied.
All of the unsuccessful approaches were due to the relatively inaccurate code-based
solution. Once the transition to a kinematic solution occurred, the remainder of the
approach and subsequent autolanding was within the limits specified by all of the MOSs.
Had this transition occurred prior to the 850 ft HAT position, where the vertical analysis
began, all 100 approaches would have been successful, for both the total system error
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***********************************************
VRT _I'_AL SYS'rI_ _ ESTINATICN" STATISTICS
***********************************************
Vt_.T 21211'AL SYs'r_I _ EST21,,I_TI(21',I MEAN (m)
LOCATIC[q lum+2siG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SI(Z/IL(m)
...............................................
1000FP HAT 16.633 14.884 17.974 122.987
900FPHAT 16.111 14.502 16.115 125.104
800FT HAT 16.003 14.507 14.423 129.567
700FP HAT 15.870 14.406 15.837 128.437
600FP HAT 15.523 14.035 15.808 120.000
500FTHAT 13.465 12.171 14.556 90.149
400FP HAT 6.893 6.221 6.212 23.367
300FPHAT 8.962 8.030 9.866 36.790
200FTHAT 3.083 2.760 2.751 3.937
100FTHAT 2.405 2.224 2.214 3.199
50FTHAT 2.180 2.065 1.931 2.829
LOCATIC_ _ VSE VTSE VTSEestimate
...............................................
1000FT HAT 3.132 -2.476 3.132 0.657
900FTHAT 2.494 -2.201 2.494 0.293
800FT HAT 2.146 -2.143 2.146 0.003
700FTHAT 2.073 -2.218 2.073 -0.145
600FPHAT 2.187 -2.244 2.187 -0.056
500FP HAT 1.906 0.430 1.906 2.336
400FT HAT -1.008 0.415 -1.008 -0.593
300FT HAT -1.578 0.217 -1.578 -1.361
200FT HAT -0.667 0.193 -0.667 -0.475
100F!_HAT -0.227 0.152 -0.227 -0.075
50FPHAT -0.132 0.066 -0.132 -0.066
***********************************************
V'I_T TOT SYS _ Es'rII_'I_ F,_PII_TICIN STATISTICS
_TIC_ lum+2siG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
1000FTHAT 8.348 7.802 6.872 39.912
900FFHAT 5.421 5.162 3.790 17.746
800FTHAT 3.105 3.102 3.233 6.492
7009THAT 3.074 2.944 2.843 5.791
600FTHAT 2.307 2.253 2.356 3.417
500F? HAT 13.734 12.319 15.081 87.660
400FTHAT 6.311 5.840 5.609 22.063
300FPHAT 8.686 7.814 9.674 36.199
200FTHAT 2.857 2.564 2.643 3.829
100FPHAT 2.257 2.187 2.140 3.213
50FPHAT 2.114 2.052 1.918 2.830
***********************************************
VRT TOTAL SYSTI_ _ ES'lqi'._TI(_N" b--'TD DEV(m)
I/3C_TIC[g VFTE VSE VPSE VPSEestimate
...............................................
1000FPHAT 6.750 6.686 6.750 3.846
900FT HAT 6.808 6.612 6.808 2.564
800FT HAT 6.929 6.557 6.929 1.551
700FPHAT 6.898 6.523 6.898 1.465
600FT HAT 6.668 6.453 6.668 1.125
500FT HAT 5.779 1.096 5.779 5.699
400FP HAT 2.942 0.199 2.942 2.859
300F9 HAT 3.692 0.151 3.692 3.662
200F? HAT 1.208 0.116 1.208 1.191
100FP HAT 1.089 0.096 1.089 1.091
50FT HAT 1.024 0.085 1.024 1.024
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$ PASS MDS 4 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
I/3C_TIC[q lul+2SIG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
I0009T HAT 20.763 20.188 19.464 273.977
900PTHAT 18.558 17.716 17.846 209.361
800PTHAT 15.381 14.430 15.372 137.061
700PTHAT 12.173 11.299 11.302 82.979
600FTHAT 10.304 9.351 8.701 54.070
500FTHAT 7.339 6.746 7.620 29.091
400PTHAT 5.688 5.285 5.120 18.177
300FTHAT 6.347 5.878 6.095 22.389
200PTHAT 5.127 4.930 5.147 16.271
100FTHAT 4.481 4.350 4.098 12.714
50FTHAT 4.097 4.093 3.966 11.305
AIM POINr 3.683 3.637 3.301 8.920
AP+0.05NM 3.777 3.645 3.391 8.907
AP+0.10hI_ 3.844 3.669 3.602 8.982
AP+0.15NM 3.952 3.775 4.127 9.513
AP+0.20NM 4.175 3.985 4.308 10.596
AP+0.25NM 4.504 4.235 4.235 11.833
AP+0.30NM 4.050 3.987 4.045 10.715
AP+0.35NM 4.044 3.756 3.725 9.177
AP+0.40NM 3.821 3.449 3.562 7.191
AP+0.45NM 3.468 3.106 3.138 5.479
AP+0.50NM 3.206 2.870 2.850 4.677
AP+0.55NM 2.129 1.964 1.272 25.358
LOCATIC[q LPTE LSE LTSE LTSEestimate
...............................................
1000FTHAT -0.613 0.819 -0.613 0.206
900FTHAT -0.944 0.645 -0.944 -0.298
800FT HAT -1.129 0.489 -1.129 -0.640
7009THAT -1.083 0.406 -1.083 -0.677
600PTHAT -1.352 0.366 -1.352 -0.987
500FT HAT -0.773 -0.080 -0.773 -0.853
400FTHAT -0.497 0.014 -0.497 -0.483
300FrHAT -0.586 0.066 -0.586 -0.520
200PTHAT -0.217 -0.065 -0.217 -0.282
100FTHAT -0.140 -0.143 -0.140 -0.284
50PTHAT -0.004 -0.184 -0.004 -0.188
AI3IPOINT 0.047 -0.177 0.047 -0.130
AP+0.051_4 0.144 -0.167 0.144 -0.023
AP+0.10hlM 0.195 -0.156 0.195 0.039
AP+0.15NM 0.197 -0.130 0.197 0.067
AP+0.20NM 0.212 -0.123 0.212 0.089
AP+0.25NM 0.316 -0.282 0.316 0.034
AP+0.30hI_ -0.065 -0.i01 -0.065 -0.166
AP+0.35NM -0.356 -0.083 -0.356 -0.439
AP+0.40h_ -0.557 -0.067 -0.557 -0.624
AP+0.451_4 -0.620 -0.058 -0.620 -0.678
AP+0.50_M -0.584 -0.079 -0.584 -0.663
AP+0.55iq_ -0.212 -0.172 -0.212 -0.384
LOC3_IC_ lul+2SIG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
1000FTHAT 19.424 19.222 18.046 249.190
900PT HAT 16.967 16.679 17.092 187.471
800FTHAT 13.742 13.164 14.876 115.819
700FrHAT 10.547 9.963 10.158 65.735
600FTHAT 8.339 7.612 7.686 36.472
500PTHAT 7.299 6.668 7.439 28.039
400PTHAT 5.580 5.187 5.111 17.527
300FTHAT 6.216 5.790 5.919 21.894
200FFHAT 5.141 4.892 4.973 15.933
100PTHAT 4.594 4.348 4.091 12.538
50FTHAT 4.227 4.057 3.892 11.009
AIM POINT 3.714 3.593 3.143 8.666
AP+0.05NM 3.603 3.580 3.441 8.644
AP+0.10NM 3.667 3.629 3.610 8.884
AP+0.15NM 3.826 3.761 4.058 9.535
AP+0.201_I 4.069 3.984 4.280 10.688
AP+0.25NM 4.129 4.095 4.228 11.314
AP+0.30NM 4.140 3.988 4.092 10.658
AP+0.35NM 4.130 3.794 3.691 9.190
AP+0.401q_ 3.871 3.478 3.585 7.114
AP+0.45NM 3.525 3.154 3.208 5.477
AP+0.50NM 3.289 2.942 2.960 4.691
AP+0.55NM 2.293 2.058 1.358 25.151
I/9CATIC[q _ LSE LTSE LTSEestimate
...............................................
1000FT HAT 10.075 2.308 10.075 9.609
900PT HAT 8.807 2.102 8.807 8.334
800FTHAT 7.126 2.075 7.126 6.551
700FTHAT 5.545 1.954 5.545 4.935
600FTHAT 4.476 1.910 4.476 3.676
500PTHAT 3.283 0.317 3.283 3.223
4009T HAT 2.595 0.223 2.595 2.548
300Fr HAT 2.880 0.152 2.880 2.848
200FTHAT 2.455 0.ii0 2.455 2.430
100PTHAT 2.170 0.iii 2.170 2.155
50PTHAT 2.047 0.126 2.047 2.020
AIM POINT 1.818 0.143 1.818 1.792
AP+0.05hI_ 1.817 0.153 1.817 1.790
AP+0.10NM 1.824 0.146 1.824 1.814
AP+0.15NM 1.877 0.126 1.877 1.880
AP+0.20NM 1.981 0.149 1.981 1.990
AP+0.25NM 2.094 0.391 2.094 2.047
AP+0.30NM 1.992 0.328 1.992 1.987
AP+0.35NM 1.844 0.147 1.844 1.845
AP+0.40NM 1.632 0.107 1.632 1.624
AP+0.45NM 1.424 0.092 1.424 1.423
AP+0.50NM 1.311 0.059 1.311 1.313







$ PASS M0S 5 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
LOCATIC[q IuI+2SIG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
4.434 4.010 3.652 9.797
TD+0.051_M 4.422 3.991 4.203 9.623
TD+0.101%_4 4.594 4.143 4.512 10.318
TD+0.15NM 4.696 4.279 4.451 11.468
TD+0.201q_ 4.501 4.288 4.291 12.254
TD+0.25hI_ 3.915 3.781 3.888 9.590
TD+0.301L_ 3.750 3.461 3.814 7.719
TD+0.351L_ 3.251 2.954 3.162 5.434
TD+0.401_4 2.771 2.546 2.421 4.255
TD+0.451_4 2.277 2.156 2.273 3.605
TD+0.501%_4 1.716 1.608 1.142 17.365
15
V]_ATICAL TIME TO ALARM 2 _ OR LESS
OF MISSED VI_ffICAL ALARMS: 0
Iq/V_ER OF FALSE V_TICAL _: 0
LAT_P, AL TIME TO ALARM 2 _ OR LESS
OF MISSED LATIKgAL ALARMS: 0
OF FALSE LAT_gAL ALARMS: 0
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ PASS MOS 6 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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VERT TOTAL SYS DIFF AND VDOP FOR ALL APPROACHES FALLING MOS 3
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ENSEMBLE VTSE ESTIMATE MEAN AND STD DEVIATION FOR ALL VALID APPROACHES
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APPENDIX B






_SFdL APPROACHES : 50
VALID APPROACHES: i00
**************
* FAILI_.q 1 *
**************
LOCATIC_ lul+2SIG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
1000FTHAT 15.848 14.259 14.462 120.655
900PT HAT 15.426 13.938 14.226 118.007
800PTHAT 15.256 13.796 13.678 116.025
700PT HAT 15.263 13.779 14.528 114.831
600PT HAT 15.149 13.663 14.974 112.372
500FTHAT 2.623 2.355 1.069 3.245
400PTHAT 0.813 0.921 0.752 0.107
300FTHAT 0.519 0.529 0.446 0.061
200PTHAT 0.424 0.449 0.403 0.036
100PTHAT 0.343 0.360 0.301 0.025
50FTHAT 0.237 0.216 0.220 0.020
AIM POINT 0.237 0.215 0.196 0.020
AP+0.05NM 0.249 0.229 0.233 0.021
AP+0.101_4 0.243 0.230 0.206 0.018
AP+0.151qM 0.305 0.273 0.288 0.039
AP+0.20NM 0.239 0.214 0.238 0.025
AP+0.25NM 0.371 0.336 0.363 0.069
AP+0.30NM 0.290 0.266 0.236 0.028
AP+0.351_4 0.312 0.314 0.255 0.023
AP+0.40NM 0.320 0.296 0.250 0.033
AP+0.45NM 0.302 0.271 0.246 0.044
AP+0.50NM 0.255 0.252 0.232 0.043
AP+0.55NM 0.143 0.177 0.i01 0.024
LOCATICN lul+2SIG(m) 2RF_S(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
1000FTHAT 0.682 0.674 0.581 0.306
900PTHAT 0.684 0.653 0.538 0.285
800FgHAT 0.582 0.563 0.576 0.213
700FTHAT 0.460 0.444 0.442 0.132
600PTHAT 0.429 0.427 0.405 0.123
500F?HAT 4.796 4.327 5.722 11.293
400FTHAT 0.264 0.263 0.277 0.047
300PTHAT 0.208 0.187 0.184 0.018
200PTHAT 0.103 0.097 0.i00 0.006
100PTHAT 0.091 0.090 0.086 0.005
50FTHAT 0.132 0.121 0.ii0 0.006
AIM POnVf 0.118 0.106 0.097 0.006
AP+0.0551M 0.134 0.120 0.093 0.009
AP+0.10NM 0.135 0.123 0.125 0.010
AP+0.15NM 0.164 0.156 0.143 0.016
AP+0.20NM 0.140 0.126 0.115 0.010
AP+0.251_4 0.220 0.218 0.206 0.032
AP+0.30hI_I 0.230 0.221 0.221 0.015
AP+0.35NM 0.157 0.156 0.129 0.006
AP+0.40NM 0.123 0.115 0.iii 0.009
AP+0.45NM 0.167 0.150 0.163 0.013
AP+0.501_4 0.173 0.158 0.150 0.011
AP+0.55k*4 0.247 0.245 0.160 0.156
LOCATIC_ lul+2SIG(m) 2RMS(m) 95P(m) 2SIGUCL(m)
...............................................
1000FTHAT 15.591 14.030 14.349 116.886
900FTHAT 15.366 13.875 14.235 116.602
800FTHAT 15.248 13.776 13.788 115.221
700PTHAT 15.226 13.749 14.371 114.482
600PTHAT 15.161 13.674 14.839 112.538
500FTHAT 3.234 3.096 3.338 6.403
400PTHAT 0.756 0.886 0.734 0.082
300FTHAT 0.494 0.549 0.424 0.042
200PTHAT 0.406 0.444 0.387 0.030
100PTHAT 0.329 0.347 0.287 0.022
50FTHAT 0.251 0.241 0.249 0.018
AIi_POIN? 0.214 0.197 0.184 0.015
AP+0.05NM 0.216 0.200 0.200 0.015
AP+0.10NM 0.214 0.205 0.192 0.013
AP+0.15NM 0.258 0.242 0.239 0.021
AP+0.20NM 0.243 0.219 0.216 0.023
AP+0.25NM 0.241 0.216 0.228 0.027
AP+0.30NM 0.218 0.195 0.184 0.021
AP+0.35NM 0.291 0.284 0.234 0.023
AP+0.40NM 0.303 0.294 0.249 0.025
AP+0.45NM 0.291 0.262 0.240 0.033
AP+0.50NM 0.271 0.248 0.228 0.039





$ PASS M0S 2 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
1000FP HAT 5.435 4.898 4.715 14.377
9009THAT 4.849 4.397 4.152 11.921
800FTHAT 4.638 4.263 3.985 11.617
700FTHAT 4.315 3.992 3.793 10.307
600FPHAT 4.185 3.889 3.625 9.842
5009THAT 0.714 0.654 0.782 0.272
4009THAT 0.460 0.447 0.433 0.134
3009THAT 0.371 0.332 0.325 0.063
200FPHAT 0.286 0.256 0.258 0.033
100FTHAT 0.365 0.362 0.310 0.033
50FTHAT 0.437 0.447 0.371 0.043
A/MPOINT 0.463 0.455 0.461 0.055
AP+0.051_4 0.473 0.453 0.518 0.063
AP+0.101_M 0.448 0.428 0.432 0.058
AP+0.151_ 0.382 0.362 0.411 0.043
AP+0.20k_ 0.422 0.387 0.437 0.060
AP+0.25NM 1.064 0.964 1.070 0.413
AP+0.301_4 0.757 0.686 0.241 0.290
AP+0.35NM 0.378 0.338 0.293 0.058
AP+0.40NM 0.282 0.253 0.150 0.031
AP+0.45NM 0.243 0.218 0.130 0.023
AP+0.50NM 0.196 0.197 0.165 0.009
AP+0.55NM 0.386 0.405 0.302 0.316
1000FT HAT 0.478 0.455 0.446 0.138
900FTHAT 0.460 0.414 0.404 0.103
800FTHAT 0.449 0.402 0.366 0.092
700FPHAT 0.376 0.340 0.327 0.071
600FPHAT 0.290 0.289 0.303 0.056
500FT HAT 1.863 1.728 2.064 1.939
400F9 HAT 0.334 0.313 0.303 0.064
300F? HAT 0.220 0.204 0.196 0.027
200FP HAT 0.193 0.174 0.152 0.014
100FPHAT 0.142 0.127 0.135 0.009
50FTHAT 0.186 0.170 0.164 0.018
AIM POIIv-T 0.206 0.194 0.185 0.025
AP+0.051qM 0.224 0.211 0.227 0.029
AP+0.101_4 0.222 0.205 0.245 0.027
AP+0.15h_ 0.203 0.183 0.194 0.020
AP+0.20h_4 0.191 0.173 0.177 0.018
AP+0.25h_ 0.736 0.660 0.846 0.250
AP+0.30k_4 0.481 0.436 0.358 0.117
AP+0.351_4 0.264 0.236 0.237 0.030
AP+0.401_M 0.338 0.306 0.193 0.057
AP+0.45hlM 0.226 0.203 0.124 0.024
AP+0.501_4 0.174 0.169 0.083 0.019
AP+0.55h_ 0.249 0.223 0.171 0.282
1000FTHAT 3.419 3.085 3.042 5.739
900FrHAT 4.953 4.476 4.151 12.187
800FPHAT 4.668 4.259 3.947 11.402
700FYHAT 4.388 4.039 3.797 10.461
600FTHAT 4.195 3.903 3.724 9.934
500FPHAT 1.729 1.675 1.909 1.885
4009THAT 0.330 0.315 0.302 0.066
300FYHAT 0.297 0.266 0.239 0.040
200FPHAT 0.214 0.196 0.193 0.025
100FPHAT 0.301 0.304 0.263 0.021
50FTHAT 0.370 0.395 0.348 0.027
AIM POII_ 0.464 0.479 0.454 0.047
AP+0.05h_ 0.441 0.454 0.407 0.043
AP+0.10NM 0.428 0.435 0.437 0.042
AP+0.15NM 0.400 0.401 0.405 0.038
AP+0.20NM 0.377 0.371 0.411 0.037
AP+0.25NM 0.423 0.397 0.507 0.054
AP+0.30NM 0.613 0.561 0.566 0.129
AP+0.35NM 0.620 0.556 0.340 0.154
AP+0.40NM 0.461 0.414 0.254 0.084
AP+0.45h_ 0.317 0.288 0.217 0.036
AP+0.50NM 0.245 0.226 0.145 0.020
AP+0.55NM 0.132 0.208 0.114 0.006
36
VHRTICAL TIME TO ALARM 2 _ OR LESS
N[IMBI_ OF MISSED V_FfCAL AIARMS: 0
Nt_B]_{ OF FALSE V_ICAL ALARMS: 0
LATH_%L TIME TO ALARM 2 _ OR LESS
OF MISSED LAT_qAL ALARMS: 0
N[IMBI_ OF FALSE LATI_qAL ALARMS: 0
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ PASS MDS 6 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
37
LATERAL AND VERTICAL UNFILTERED ERROR FOR ALL VALID APPROACHES
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LATERAL AND VERTICAL CMN FILTER OUTPUT FOR ALL VALID APPROACHES
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ENSEMBLE LPFE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR ALL VALID APPROACHE_
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_'ENSEMBLE LAT CONTROL MOTION NOISE STATISTICS FOR ALL VALID APPROACHE_
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ENSEMBLE VPFE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR ALL VALID APPROACHE c
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ENSEMBLE UNFILTERED VERTICAL ERROR STATISTICS FOR ALL VALID APPROACHE_
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MINIPKIM _ OF SVs: 4
MAX]iVK_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.225
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.106










2-_ DI_ (m): 0.524
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.432
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.406
LASDIIq_GEAR_ POIikrf_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 128.944










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMtM Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVHI_AGE I%KI_BER OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-fXJT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.225
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.106










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.524
2-R_S DI_ (m): 0.432
2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.406
LA_DI_3 GEAR _ POII_ TCt_SDC_ POSITICN
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 128.944
LGRP Yrcs POSITION (m) : 2.949
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Iq_MB_ OF SVs: 4
lq_4B_{ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAGE I_KIMBI_ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
I_RPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.499
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.052




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.292
2-SI6_IA DI_ (m) : 0.221




2-RI_S DI_ (m): 1.040
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.244
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.351
LAlqDINGGEAR_BOIN-f_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 101.453










MINIML_ N[IMBER OF SVs: 4
MAXIIM[]M _ OF SVs: 4
AVH_RAGE I%KIMB_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FR(IM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
I_tP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.499
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.052
NRP ZrcsMFANDI_ (m): 0.130
NKPXrcs 2-SI6_4ADI_ (m): 0.292
NRPYrcs 2-SI6_4ADI_ (m): 0.221
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.237
l_RPXrcs 2-1_S DI_ (m): 1.040
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.244
Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.351
LAhDINSGEAR_ POIN-P_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICIq (m): 101.453

































NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
1OO t50
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP Xrcs Position(m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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TIME HISTORY 7%NALYSIS PROM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.433
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.098







2-SI(_4A DI_ (m) : 0.173
2-SI6;_A DI_ (m) : 0.259
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.241
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.884
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.325
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.268
LAh_IIk_GEAR_ POIkTF_POSITIOM
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 111.325










MIlq]iviM Nt_4B_{ OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ Nt_ OF SVs: 4
A_ IkL_MB_R OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *














2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.884




LGRPXrcs POSITIOM (m): 111.325
LGRP Yrcs POSITIOM (m): 2.476
65
NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! ! !
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M]IqIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[_ Ig]_9}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORYAhiALYSIS FR(]M200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
I_qPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.471
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.134










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.038
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.333
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.285
LAhDINGGEARREFERHkZIE POIiXrf_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 136.297










NtiMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ N[24B_ OF SVs: 4
AVHPJ_ZE IkL_B_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI.t_TI(1N': SI_NSOR _ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPROAC_ *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.471
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.134











2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.333
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.285
IAhDIIgZGEAR_ POINT _POSITIOM
I_G_PXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 136.297
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 _
SU428414:
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M]IqIM[]M IkKIMB_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE Ik_MBHR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSISFRC_I200 ftHAT ->ROLL-CUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.456





2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.277
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.098




2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.953
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.214
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.327
LANDING GEAR_ POIN-f _POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 108.756










IkUMB_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_L_GE Iq_4BHR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.456
I_PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.095
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.098
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.277
NRPYrcs 2-SI6_4ADI_ (m): 0.098
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.262
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.953
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.214
Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.327
I_Ii_ GEAR _ POINt _ I_ITICN
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 108.756

















































































































































NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 _
SU428416:
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MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_K]M _ OF SVs: 4
AV_A6_ IkKIMBHR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_I200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CI_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.642
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.534
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.083
Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.589
Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : i. 522
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.266
NRP Xrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.413
NRP Yrcs 2-_ DI_ (m): 1.859
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.313
LA_Ii_6_ARREFE_IIgTTO_<)SITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITI(]M (m): 153.172










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.642
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.534




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.589
2-SIGMA DIFFI_I_XK_ (m) : i. 522




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.413
2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.859
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.313
LAhK)INGGEAR_ POINT T(XJC}K30_NPOSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITI(I_ (m): 153.172































NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFK_ _ OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.415
I_,PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.073
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.119
NRPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.220
Ig_PYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.107




2-RI_3 DI_ (m): 0.858
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.181
2-R_3 DI_ (m): 0.354
IAIg3Ik_GEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 130.230










IkKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFIM Nt_B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_K_E IkIIMBER OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYAhI%LYSIS FRf]M200 ft HAT ->ROLL-fX_
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.415













2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.354
LAIq3INGGEAR_ I:OII_f_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 130.230















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL














NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! ! !
"-" SU428420:
*,.I-,,.
o-- i i i
_ 0 .......................................................... _...... -- .......................
X
I I I



















-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












Iq_4BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIiVK_ Ik_MBI_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRDM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CK]T
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.499
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.103










2-1_v_ DI_ (m): 1.029
2-RI_SDI_ (m): 0.243
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.265
LAhDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_
I/3_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 278.237










MINIM[IM _ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-fX_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.499
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.103










2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.029
2-RF_DI_ (m): 0.243
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.265
_IMGGEAR_ POII__POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 278.237
_Yrcs I_0SITIC_ (m): -0.682
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! ! !
SU428422: ' '
-_ ........ _ .................. ._............. : ..............
I

























-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












MINIML_ Iq_4BPR OF SVs: 4
MAXII_dM IV_4B}_ OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4




IqRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.032
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.273
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADIFFERIKkK_ (m): 0.158
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.219
NKP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.888
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.191
NKP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.228
LAhDIIk_ GEAR _ POIN_ _ POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 111.021










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_4 _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4




NKPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.273
l_RPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.158
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.219
NRPXrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.888
NRPYrcs 2-RMS D_ (m): 0.191
NEP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.228
LAhDING GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIf]N (m): 111.021
LGRPYrcs POSITICN (m): -1.754
89
NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5
SU428424:























-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












MINIM[]M _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFKI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_A(_ I%KE4B_ OF SITS: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.532
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.134












2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.282
LAhK]INGGEAR_ POINT TfIZIHKX]gNPOSITIC_W
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 206.503










MIkr/14/M Ikv/_B_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIPK_ IV_4BPR OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE IkKE4BI_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* L_qK_ZZESSFUL APPROA(_{ (MOS i) DUE TO LESS THAN*
* 95 Pm_C_qT OF ALL OF THE DATA POINTS WITHIN *
* THE VI_q_ICAL FILTER REQUIP_MENI_ *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VALID APPROAC}{ *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FR(]M 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-fX]T
NRPXrcs MFANDI_ (m): 0.532
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.134
NKP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.094
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.309
lqtPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.317
ik_PZrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.211
l_qPXrcs 2-RMSDIFF_qEhK_ (m): 1.107
l_qPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.415
I_P Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.282
LAKDIIklGGEARREF_ POINr TC_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 206.503

























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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Iki_B_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_K_ IZK]MBHR OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRf]M 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.497
IqRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.207




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.316
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.363




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.042
2-I_4S DI_ (m): 0.551
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.273
LAND_GEAR_ POINT TOUCHDO_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 214.023










_ OF SVs: 4
ikE_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.497
I_gPYrcsMFANDI_ (m): -0.207
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.069
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.316
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADIFF_gZIk_E (m): 0.363
Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.236
Xrcs 2-RMS D_ (m) : i. 042
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.551
Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.273
LAhDIIk_GEAR_ POII_f_POSITIC_
.................................................
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 214.023





























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 _ _
SU428430: "
.. ! ! ........................... _............. i ..............
I










! ! i i










-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












IkKiMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXII_JM Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE N%E4B_R OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CUP
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.448
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.024










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.939
2-RI_S DI_ (m): 0.122
2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.312
LAhDINGGEAR_POIikTPXOLKXqIXDg_IK)SITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITI(Iq (m): 142.172










kI_BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIPK_ Iq[IMB_ OF SVs: 4
AVE_/_E _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANAYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-<XYf
.................................................
I_RPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.448
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.024







2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.282
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.112
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.293
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.939
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.122
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.312
LAhDINSGEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 142.172
I/_RPYrcs IK)SITIC[q (m): 3.233
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












_ OF SVs: 4
IvAAXIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.979
2-i_ DI_ (m): 0.467
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.287
LANDE_GEARREF_ [:OINTTO_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 229.074










M]NIMI_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFK_ lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_E I_E_BER OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPRO_/_H *




Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.053
l_qPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.261
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.287
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.267
NRPXrcs 2-RN_ DI_ (m): 0.979
NRPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.467
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.287
IAIqDING GEAR _ POIIw-_ _ POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIaN (m): 229.074































NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF]50
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-4000 -2000 0





























































































































MINII_/_ IkKIMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[_ IV/_gER OF SVs: 4
AVHRAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.547
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.091










2-RN_ DI_ (m): 1.135
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.450
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.357
LAhDII_3GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
L6RPXrcs POSITIQN (m): 206.275










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFKIM _ OF SVs: 4
AV_I_AGE IkE_MBHR OF Sirs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF E'V'AU._TICN: SI_I_RAL-"_dI_ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRflM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.547
I%_PYrcsMEANDIFFERSIXEE (m): -0.091
lq%P ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.046
Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.303
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFERHIq2E (m) : 0.412
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.344
l_PXrcs 2-RF_DI_ (m): 1.135
l_PYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.450
h_P Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.357
LAIqDIN3GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
.................................................
I/IRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 206.275
I_GRPYrcs POSITIC_q (m): -0.372
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I I I I
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












MINIMIIq AE_4BHR OF SVs: 4
MAXIFI_ lq_qB_ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE NtIMB_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-CI/T
.................................................
h_RPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.492
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m): -0.038










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.014
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.208
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.309
LANDIN3GEAR_ POINF_POSITIC_
i6RPXrcs POSITI(Iq (m): 196.259










MINIML_4 5KIMB_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ AKIMB_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE Nt_4BSR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUr
I_RPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.492
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.038
I_P Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.061
Xrcs 2-SIGMA DIFF_RIK_C_ (m) : 0. 243
NRP Yrcs 2-SI6_A DI_ (m) : 0.193
_RP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.284
h_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.014
NRPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.208
k_P Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.309
LANDING GEAR _ POINT _ POSITI(IW
Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 196.259
Yrcs POSITIC_ (m) : -1. 026
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












IkKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_P_Af_E _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRP XrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.557
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.136




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.325
2-SI(_4A DI_ (m) : 0.243




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.161
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.364
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.304
LAhDIIk_GEAR_ POINF_I=OSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 195.295










MINI_JM _ OF SVs: 4
Ik_MBI_ OF SVs: 4
AV_hAf_E _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI./._TICN: _R _ *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.161
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.364
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.304
IAIkDIIg_GEAR_ POIIkrf_I_)SITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 195.295
_Yrcs POSITIC[q (m): 0.297
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000













_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[_ N[]MBHR OF SVs: 4
AV]_gAGE lq_4B]_{ OF SVs : 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSISPR(]M200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.554
I_tPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.148










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.168
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.406
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.299
LAI_3INGGEAR_ POIIVf_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 156.582











MAXIFiM l_dV/B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE lq/4B_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.554
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.148




2-SI(IMA DIFFER_NSE (m) : 0.369
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.278




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.168
2-1_SDI_ (m): 0.406
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.299
LAhDINZGEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 156.582
I/_PYrcs POSITIC[q (m): -0.056
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NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
Ik[IMB}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_J_E _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
IqRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.545
NRPYrcs MEAN DI_ (m): -0.062










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.140




LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 205.175










MINIM[IM IkUMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFKIM Iq/MB_ OF SVs: 4
AV_%GE hL_BI_ OF SVs: 4
TI_4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.545
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.062




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.333
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.250




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.140




LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 205.175


















































































































































































* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.553
2-RF_ DI_ (m): 0.436
LAhDINGGEAR_POINT_POSITIC_
.................................................
I/IRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 151.191










MINIF_dM _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFKIM _ OF SVs: 4
AV_E lqt_B_R OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* NNI_D OF EVAI.I_TICN: Stlg_R _ *














2-B_S DI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.553
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.436
LAhDIIq_GEAR_ POIN-f_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 151.191













NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
i | i
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! i I
SU428446:
: i - __-_ _"-'_
I I
-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
1 I













_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_qAGE _ OF SVs: 4








MEAN DI_ (m): -0.185







2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.061




_Xrcs POSITIfN (m): 297.099










_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_h%GE Iq_MB_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VA APPROACH *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.212
l_qPXrcs 2-SIGMADIFFERHNCE (m): 0.262
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.298
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.191
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.061
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.475
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.466
LAhDINGGFAR_ POIIW-P_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 297.099
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 0.090
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES






























-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












TIIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FROM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.496
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.175
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. 050
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.264
Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.250




2-El_S DI_ (m): 1.027
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.431
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.361
LANDIN_GEAR_POIMT_I_DSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 144.629










MINIM[_ I_E4BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIIMI]M lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE _ OF SVs: 4
HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(NgT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.496
I_PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.175
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.050
NRPXrcs 2-SI(IWI%DI_ (m): 0.264
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.250
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.347
l_APXrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 1.027
h_PYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.431
NRP Zrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.361
_INGGEAR_ POII_f_POSITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITIGN (m): 144.629
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 0.942
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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I%KIMBHR OF SVs: 4
MAX/!M[_ N[E4BPR OF SVs: 4
AV_Af_ kKE4BI_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
TI_4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
l_qPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.385
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.234










2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.807
2-i_ DI_ (m): 0.550
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.281
LANDING GEAR_ POINF_POSITICN
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 81.102










Iq_4BPR OF SVs: 4
IkV_4B}_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_qAG_ Iq_4BER OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI..I_TI(_: S-'I_R _ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPROAC_ *














2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.807
2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.550
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.281
LAhDIN3GEAR_ POIIkrf_POSITION
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 81.102
LGRP Yrcs POSITIC_ (m): 2.946
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
A_ lq/_B_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.462
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.135
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 003
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.370
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.215




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.995
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.345
2-RMS DIFFERENCE (m): 0.272
LANDING GEARREFER]Kk_E POII_9_POSITIC_
I/IRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 170.414










MINIFKIM _ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_RA(_ Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _SFUL APPROACH (MDS i) DUE TO LESS THAN*
* 95 PI_C_I_T OF ALL OF THE DATA POII_TS WITHIN *
* qHE VERTICAL FILTI_ _S *
*************************************************








2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.370
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.215




2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.995
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.345
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.272
IANDINGGEAR_ POINP_ROSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 170.414



















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL














NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ N[IMB}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE I_]MB_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FR(]4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.513
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.123










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.079
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.289
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.309
LAIq3INGGEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICXq (m): 194.833










Iq_4B_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ I_]4BHR OF Sirs: 4
AVERAGE 5_ OF SVs: 4
TI_4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.513
NRP YrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.123
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0,056
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(_MA DIFFERENCE (m) : 0.337
NRP Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.151
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_4A DI_ (m) : 0.288
NRPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.079
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.289
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.309
LAhDII_GF_REF_ I_DII_TO__)SITI_
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 194.833
LGRPYrcs POSITICN (m): 1.500
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MINIM[E4 lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMLM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_qAGE IkW/_B_ OF SVs: 4








2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.179
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.129




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.047
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.137
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.282
LAhDINGGEAR_ POII_T_I_DSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 256.232










l%V_4B_ OF SiTs: 4
I%W/@BI_ OF SiTs: 4
AVERAGE IkI_BER OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-Ot_
NEP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.516
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 022
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 008
lqRPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.179
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.129
NKP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.282
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.047
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.137
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.282
LAhDING GEAR _ POnkrf _ POSITIC_q
I/_qPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 256.232
I/lqPYrcs POSITIC_q (m): 0.259
153
NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
-1000 0 1000
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MINIMLM Iq_4BIK_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IVI_ lqdViB}_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAfIE _ OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.298
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.879
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.284
LAhDINGGEAR_ PO]iVf _POSITICN
.................................................
I/IRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 190.189










MINIM[IM IkL_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMi_ Nt_B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4




Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.031
NRPXrcs 2-SI(_4ADIFFERHIk[_ (m): 0.403
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.571
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.277
NRPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.298
l_tPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.879
NRP Zrcs 2-EF_ DI_ (m): 0.284
LAhDIN_GEAR_ POINF_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 190.189















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL














NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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MIIkrfML_ hL_4BPR OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_hN_E _PR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.422
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.232
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.087
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFERI_C_ (m) : 0.215
NRP Yrcs 2-SI(_4A DI_ (m) : 0.363




2-RMS DIFFERI_XK_E (m): 0.870
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.590
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.286
LAhDINGGEARREFER/K_ POIN-9_POSITIC_
.................................................
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 318.170










MINIML_ _ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE Nt_4BPR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS PROM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.422
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.232
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.087
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.215
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.363
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.228
l_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.870
h_PYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.590
l_tPZrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.286
LASDINGGEAR_ POINT _POSITIOM
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 318.170
LGRPYrcs I_3SITIOM (m): 0.668
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TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRCIM200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.483
I_PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.iii




2-SI6_A DI_ (m) : 0.176
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.144




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.981
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.264
2-i_ DI_ (m): 0.326
LANDING GEAR_POIN-9_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 290.855










TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FROM200 ftHAT -> ROLL-<3t_
.................................................
l_Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.483
I_PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.iii
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.099
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.176
Yrcs 2-SIliCA DI_ (m) : 0.144
Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.259
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.981
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.264
NRP Zrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.326
iAhK)IIk_GEAR_POII_-gT(FJC}KX_NPOSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 290.855
L6_Yrcs POSITIC[q (m): 3.532
165
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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IkI_4BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIMLM _ OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYAhlALYSIS FRC_I200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................












2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.058
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.587
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.312
LAhK)INGGEARREFERIKk_ POINT_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 161.687










MINIM[IM _ OF SVs: 4
MAX]iMLM Iki_I_ OF SVs: 4
AV_I_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRCM200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.514
IqRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.212
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.004
l_PXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.247
NRPYrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.405
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_ADI_ (m): 0.312
NRPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.058
h_PYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.587
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DIFFEREhK_ (m): 0.312
LANDING GEAR_ POINT _POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 161.687
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAX/ivKIM hKIMBHR OF SVs: 4
AVEqAGE I_d_BHR OF SVs: 4





NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.373
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFERHIkL_ (m) : 0.222
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.252
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 1.139
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.381
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.300
LAIqDINGGEARREFER_k_ POINT_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 129.115










MINIM[_ _/v_I_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMIIM NIIMB_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE N[IMB_R OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.139
2-RMSDIFFERHNCE (m): 0.381
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.300
LANDIN_GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 129.115




































NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF























































































-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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IkKlV_ER OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE NUMB_ OF SVs: 4
TI_4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.434
IqRPYrcsMFANDIFFERHN2_ (m): -0.256










2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.944
2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.639
2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.259
LAhDIk_GFAR_ POINT_POSITICN
.................................................
_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 85.159










MINIFKIM N[IMB_% OF SVs: 4
lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE IkK_4BI_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _SFUL APPROACH (MDS i) DUE TO LESS THAN*
* 95 P_CHN9 OF ALL OF THE DATA PoIIqTS WITHIN *
* THE VERTICALFILTER_S *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCIM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-<XYf
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 434
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.256




2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.370
2-SI6_% DI_ (m) : 0.383




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.944
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.639
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.259
IAhDII_3GEAR_I=OII_f_POSITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 85.159
















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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lq/V/BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIMi_ NUMB_ OF SVs: 4
AVEI_Z_GE kKIMBER OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OLrf
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.299
NRPYrcsMEANDIFFERI_gCE (m): -0.063




2-SI(_A DI_ (m) : 0.167
2-SI(IMA DIFFERI_k_E (m) : 0.131




2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.620
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.182
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.303
IAhDIN_GEAR_ POINP _POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 167.032










NUMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIIVK_ _I_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE I_JMBI_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-<TJP
.................................................
NRPXrcs MF2_DI_ (m): 0.299
NRPYrcsMFANDI_ (m): -0.063











2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.182
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.303
LAhDINGGEAR_ POINT TfIX2HIXD_NPOSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 167.032
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I%KIMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[]M _ OF SVs: 4
AV_I_E _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.452
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.204










2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.935
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.444
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.580
iAIkDINGGEAR_ POINg_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 133.697










I_KIMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_K]M _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.452
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.204




2-SIGMA DIFFERENCE (m) : 0.239
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.173




2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.935
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.444
2-R5_ DI_ (m): 0.580
I_IklG(_P_ POI_T_I_I_ITICQ
LG_PXrcs POSITION (m): 133.697












NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL















NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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TII4E HISTORY ANALYSIS FRflq 200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.472
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.138
h_P Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.138
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.240
Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.158
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.248
NRPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.974
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.318
Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.371
IAhDINGGEAR_ POIIqr_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIflq (m): 115.686










TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FR<_200 ft HAT -> ROIL-(YJP
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.472
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.138
Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.138
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.240
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.158
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.248
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.974
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.318
Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.371
LAh_IIq3GEAR_ POII_P_POSITICN
I/_PXrcs POSITION (m): 115.686
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.440
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.211




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.140
2-SI(_A DI_ (m) : 0.199




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.891
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.466
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.283
LANDING GEAR_ PO]lgT _POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs I_3SITI(]N (m): 162.269










MIIVI>Z]M I_MB_R OF SVs: 4
MAXINKIM _ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* NNIt'IDD OF NVAI.._TICN: SENSOR _ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
TIZ4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROI/zqZ3?
.................................................
I_gPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.440












2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.466
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.283
IAhDIIqZGEAR_ POIN-F_POSITIC_
I_(IRPXrcs POSITICKq (m): 162.269
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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TI_4E HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(N3T
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.349
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.240










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.730
2-RF_ DI_ (m): 0.611
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.172
LAhDINGGEAR_ POINT TfX]CHIX)9_POSITIC_q
.................................................
I/lqPXrcs POSITICN (m): 139.993










Ik_/4B_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV_/_E N_4B}_ OF SVs: 4




NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.000
l_PXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.215
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.378
Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.172
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.730
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.611
Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.172
LANDING GEAR _ POINF _ POSITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITICN (m): 139.993



























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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IkK]4B}_R OF SVs: 4
lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE Iki_4B_R OF SVs: 4
T]}4E HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-O[/f
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.379
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.127
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.039
NRPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.171
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.198
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_MADI_ (m): 0.208
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.777
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.322
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DIFFER]_K_ (m): 0.222
IAhK)INGGEAR_ POINT_POSITICKq
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 217.611










IkZ_4B_ OF SVs: 4
lq_4BI_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* MN'II'IOD OF EV_J_I_TI(]Ig: SI_SOR ACCURACY *
TII4EHISTORYAhiALYSIS FR(]4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.379
I_{PYrcsMFANDI_ (m): -0.127










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.777
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.322
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.222
LAhDING GEAR _ POINt _ POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 217.611
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES















































_ OF SVs: 4
MAXXiMI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAGE IV_4B_{ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.370
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.048










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.773
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.130
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.231
LAhDING GEAR _ POIIVf _ POSITIC_
I-(IRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 193.498










IV_MB_ OF SVs: 4
lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE Iq_MBER OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROA(_{ *
TII_EHISTORYANALYSIS FR(]M200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MF/_DI_ (m): 0.370
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.048




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.225
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.087




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.773
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.130
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.231
LAhDING GEAR _ POINP _ POSITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITION (m): 193.498










NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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Iq_MB}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.365
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.037










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.795
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.236
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.216
LAhK)INGGEAR_ POIIW-f_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 242.966










MIN]3K_ Iq/4BHR OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE I_/MBPR OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EV_JI_TICN': S'I_,.qOR _ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.365











2-I_S DI_ (m): 0.795
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.236
2-RM_ DI_ (m): 0.216
_IIk_GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 242.966












NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL











NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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z -6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
.-. 40 ,
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-6000 -4000 -2000 0


























































NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES












































_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.422
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.091










2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.998
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.224
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.261
LANDING GEAR_ POII_T_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 202.492










MIN-/iMDM _ OF SVs: 4
MAXII_]M Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIiME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.422
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.091
NKP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.063
l_RPXrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.532
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.132
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_ADI_ (m): 0.228
l_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.998
l_PYrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.224
I_P Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.261
IAhK)Ik_GEAR_POIhTP_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 202.492
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 0.056
213
NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 w !
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0












_ OF SVs: 4
MAF-Ii_]M _ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE I%KIMB_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORYANALYSISFRC_200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.388
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.056










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.831
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.206
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.236
LANDING GEAR_ POISZf_IK]SITIC_
I__gPXrcs POSITICiq (m): 234.433










_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV]_gAGE IV_4B_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPRO_fH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FROM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.388
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.056










2-HMS DI_ (m): 0.831
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.206
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.236
LAhDIIk_GEAR_ POIN-f_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 234.433










NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
r r r














NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFK_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* SI]CCESSFUL APPROACH *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
IqRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.467
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.131










2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.953
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.306
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.229
LAIqDINGGEAR_ P0IkTf_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 228.619










Iq/_B_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIMUM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE IqJMB_R OF SVs: 4
TIMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OU9
.................................................
l_PXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.467
I%_PYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.131
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.055
NRPXrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.193
NRPYrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.159
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.200
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.953
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.306
l_RPZrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.229
LAhDIIk_GEAR_ POIikTP_POSITIC_
I/IRPXrcs POSITICIq (m): 228.619













NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
i I I
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
NRP X_s Position(m)
224









_ OF SVs: 4
IkUMB}_ OF SVs: 4
AVIKqAf_E _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.452
I_RPYrcsMFANDI_ (m): -0.113











2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.277
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.276
LAhDINGGEAR_ POIN-9_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 159.472










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[_ lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVH_AGE I_IMB_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROiL-O[rf
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.452
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.113
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.045
NRPXrcs 2-SIGSI%DI_ (m): 0.259
l_RPYrcs 2-SI(I_ADI_ (m): 0.161
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.261
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.939
NKPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.277
Zrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.276
LAhDINGGEAR_ POIi_-f_POSITICN
_Xrcs POSITION (m): 159.472
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_q (m): 0.436
225
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MINIM[I_ Iq_MBHR OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.470
MEAN DIFFEPalkK_ (m): -0.065










2-I_4S DI_ (m): 0.976
2-1_V_DI_ (m): 0.180
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.181
LANDING GFAR_ POINF_POSITIC_q
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICIq (m): 163.649










hlX_ OF SVs: 4
MAXINKIM kiRv_B_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_I 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.470
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.065










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.976
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.180
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.181
LAhDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
.................................................
IflRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 163.649
LGRPYrcs POSITICN (m): -1.566
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFK_ I_KE4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE I_KE4BI_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI//ATIC_: TOTAL SYST_4 ACCURACY *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FR(IM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.540
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. 022
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.016
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.202
NRPYrcs 2-SI6_4ADIFFERI_X_E (m): 0.132
Zrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.180
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.099
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.139
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.183
LANDING GEAR_ POIIk__POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITI(I_ (m): 170.224










MINIM[_ I%KIMBER OF SVs: 4
MAXIPKIM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE IqL_4BHR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.540
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.022
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.016
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.202
NRPYrcs 2-SIG_I%DI_ (m): 0.132
Zrcs 2-SI6_4ADIFFERIKk_E (m): 0.180
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.099
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.139
NKP Zrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.183
LAhK)IIk_GEARREFEREh[_ POIIW__POSITICN
I/lqPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 170.224
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 !
SU428532:
0 " ".................... _ .... - _-_ "_
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i I i i














-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000













M]NIM[]M _}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIi_]M _ OF SVS: 4
AVERAGE IkKE4B_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRfI_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(NIT
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.594
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.052




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.186
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.145




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.179
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.230
LANDIIkIGGEAR_ POIIkTP_POSITIflq
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 212.295










ikL_v_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFI_ I_IMBI_ OF SiTs: 4
AVERAGE lq/_B_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT ->ROLL-(NIl"
.................................................
I_qPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.594
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.052




2-SIG_I% DI_ (m) : 0.186
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.145




2-EM_ DI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.179
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.230
LAk_INGGEAR_ POIIN_TfN/3KD09_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 212.295




























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5
SU428534:


































TIiME HISTORY ANALYSIS PRC_I 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.515
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.145
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.056
I_RPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.177
lqRPYrcs 2-SIGMADIFFERHNI_ (m): 0.187
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.175
I_RPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.044
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.346
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.208
LAIqDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
.................................................
_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 187.576










I_d_B_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMUM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE lq/_B_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYAkIALYSIS FRQM200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.515
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.145
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.056
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.177
NRPYrcs 2-SI6_4ADI_ (m): 0.187
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.175
NRP Xrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : i. 044
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DIFFI_R_kK_ (m) : 0.346
Zrcs 2-RMS DIFFERHkK_ (m) : 0.208
LAhDIIqGGEAR_ POIhTP_I_DSITI(Xq
.................................................
LGRPXrcs FOSITIC_ (m): 187.576
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_q (m): 1.400
241
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMUM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.022
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.397
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.235
LANDIk_GEAR_ POIlkrf _POSITIC_
.................................................
I/_qPXrcs POSITICN (m): 162.387










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[_ I_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.022
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.397
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.235
LANDIig_GEARREFERENCE POIhTP_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICiq (m): 162.387












NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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-4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000
I


























IkKIMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMLM Ik_AMB_R OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIiME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_I 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NKP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.490











2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.068
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.157
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.210
LAhDING GEAR _ POII_T TfX/CHD0%_ POSITIC_q
LGRP Xrcs POSITICN (m): 153.001










M]l]]!wi_ _ OF SVs: 4
lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.490
NRP YrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.056
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.042
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.422
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.109
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(IMADIFFERIK_CE (m): 0.192
NRPXrcs 2-RMSDIFFEKHIXK_ (m): 1.068
NRPYrcs 2-1_v_ DI_ (m): 0.157
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.210
LAhDINGGEAR_POINP_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 153.001
LGRPYrcs POSITICN (m): -0.893
249





















NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
10050







__3oot\_ ....!............! .........! ...
_oo.......__...: ...........,],oo....................i .
N _ _ _
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
E 5
I I I
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
E 10
I I I
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000
NRP Xrcs Position (m)











MINII_/_ Ik_MBI_ OF SVs: 4
5KIMB_ OF SVs: 4
AVHPJ_ IV_MB_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.521
MEAN DIFFERI_k_E (m): -0.036










2-i_ DI_ (m): 1.117
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.209
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.317
LAhDIN3 GEAR _ POINP _ POSITIC_
.................................................
Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 95.967










MINIM[_ Nt_BER OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ I%UMBI_ OF SVs: 4
AVH_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY AhIALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.521
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.036
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.059
l_ZqPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.405
NKPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.196
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.294
NRP Xrcs 2-R_S DI_ (m): 1.117
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.209
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.317
LAhK)INGGEAR_POINf_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 95.967
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-4000 -2000 0
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=C I\ i _ i
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n," 0
z -6000 -4000 -2000
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES










































IqIMB_R OF SVs: 4
MAX]iM[IM IqlMBHR OF SVs: 4
AV_AAGE IVJMBI_ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT ->ROLL-CKJT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.602
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.253




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.377
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.241





2-RF_ DI_ (m): 0.560
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.588
LAIq3INGGEAR_ POIN-9_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICI_ (m): 48.651










MINIM5_ IqAMB}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMHM _ OF SVs: 4
A_ Iq24B_R OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.261
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.560
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.588
LAhDIIq3GFARREFHRHNCE POINg_POSITICiq
LGRPXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 48.651








NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
E 15 , ,
v
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°I i
-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000












IqJMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_/K N[IMB_R OF SVs: 4
AVHRAGE Nt_4B]_R OF SVs : 4
TIIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OLrf
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 589
IkRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.176










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.233
2-RMSDIFFERENCE (m): 0.410
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.257
LAkDINGGEAR_ POINr_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIGN (m): 92.407










I_£_B_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IVI_ Iq_4B]_R OF SVs: 4
AVHRAGE lqdV2_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.589
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.176
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.071
NRPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.364
NRPYrcs 2-SI(_MADI_ (m): 0.211
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.215
l_RPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.233
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.410
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDIFFHRESK_ (m): 0.257
LANDING GEAR _ POINT _ POSITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 92.407
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N
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z -6000 -4000 -2000 0























































































NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYAhIALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-C_T
.................................................
h_PXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.522
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.176










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.117
2-1_MS DI_ (m): 0.397
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.312
LAIkK)IIk_ GEAR _ POINF _ POSITIC_
I/_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 138.640










Iq/_KHR OF SVs: 4
Iq_MBER OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(KIT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.522
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.176















LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 138.640















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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MINIM[]M iki_B_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]iVK_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUP
.................................................
NRP XrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.704
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.194










2-EF_ DI_ (m): 1.440
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.533
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.328
LANDING GEAR_ POIIkrf_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs I_SITIC_W (m): 99.671










MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMLM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_I 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-Ot_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.704
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.194
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.107
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.305
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.365
Zrcs 2-SIGSI%DI_ (m): 0.250
l_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.440
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.533
l_PZrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.328
LASDIIk_GEAR_ POIkTf_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 99.671
I/_Yrcs POSITIC_ (m): -2.033
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_ OF SVs: 4
hKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_R_/_E Iki_MB_R OF SVs: 4
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 606
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. ll0
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.041
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.204
NRPYrcs 2-SIG_I%DI_ (m): 0.216
Zrcs 2-SI6_I%DI_ (m): 0.208
l_RPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.229
l_RPYrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.309
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.224
iAIkDINGGEAR_ POIikTP_POSITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITICiW (m): 50.146










Iq/_BI_R OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_R_/_E kK_4BI_R OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.606
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.110










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.229
2-1_V_DI_ (m): 0.309
2-EI_B DI_ (m): 0.224
_II_ GEAR _ POINT _ POSITIC_
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 50.146
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 1.617
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-6000 -4000 -2000 0
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
_" 15 , ,. ,.
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-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES




































-10 I I I
-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYASIALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUP
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.590
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.074




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.219
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.176









LG_PXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 185.309










I_K_4B_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE NL_B_ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_I200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.590
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.074
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.005
l_RPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.219
l_RPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.176
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.236
Xrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 1.200
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DIFFIKRIKkK_ (m) : 0.230
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.236
LAhK)INGGEAR_ POIIkrf_POSITICIq
.................................................





























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100
50
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-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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__ OF SVS: 4
MAXIM[_ Iq[IMBI_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_I200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUP
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.691
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.139







l_RPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.424
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.396
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.209
LASDINGGEAR_ POIlkrf _POSITIC_q
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICIq (m): 229.468










lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
IqJMB}_R OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE Iq_4B_R OF Sirs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.424
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.396
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.209
LAhDIRG(_REFEI_ POINI _ T_POSITI(_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 229.468
I/IRPYrcs FOSITIC_q (m): -1.694
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NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
v100 ............... : ...."_ " . .
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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MIi%]ISi]4 _ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IML_ _ OF SVs: 4
AV]_A(ZE Iq_MB]N_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS PRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.753
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. i01
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. 014
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.349
NRP Yrcs 2-SI(_V]A DI_ (m) : 0.231




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.546




LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 240.821










MIIqIIJL_ l_dJB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIF[_ IV_4BI_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS PR(]4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.753
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.i01




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.349
2-SIG_% DI_ (m) : 0.231




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.546
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.307
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.196
LANDIIqGGEAR_ POINPTfZ/Za3(7_qPOSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 240.821
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-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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Z -10 I I
-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000












Ik_J_BER OF SVs: 4
MAX3iMI]M IkKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_AG_ _ OF SVS: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.582
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.146










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.208




I/_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 298.256










Iq_4BER OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE Iq/MBHR OF SVs: 4








2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.326
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.327




2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.208
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.438
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.212
LAIqgINGGEAR_ POIIk__POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 298.256
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000












M]IqIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIIM[]M _ OF SVs: 4
AVIK_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUP
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MFANDI_ (m): 0.603
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.107










2-RMS DI_ (m) : 1.243
2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.348
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.215
LANDIIk_GEAR_ PO]i_f_POSITIC_
I/_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 74.498










_ OF SVs: 4
IqJMBHR OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE _ OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.243
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.348
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.215
IAkDING GEAR _ POIN9 TO5[_3C_ POSITIC_q
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 74. 498
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0












N[IMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[Iq _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* NN'II-IOD OF NV_g./._TICIg: TOTAL sYs'rl_ _ *
*************************************************
* VAIHI) APPROACH *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.681
MFANDI_ (m): -0.114




2-SI(i_A DI_ (m) : 0.228
2-SI(_4A DI_ (m) : 0.255





2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.342
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.335
LAhDIikI3GEAR_ POIIWT_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 98.249










I_MB_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIPK_ Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRClq200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.681
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.114










2-1_MS DI_ (m): 1.382
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.342
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.335
IAB_IN3 GEAR _ POIIqT _ POSITIC_
Xrcs POSITIC[q (m) : 98.249
Yrcs POSITIC_ (m) : -0. 341
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100 ........... ]............ ' ........... i ....
50
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2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.525
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.220
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.248
LANDIN3GEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 204.498










Iq/_BHR OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVEI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSISFRCM200 ftHAT ->ROLL-CrY2
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.257
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.091
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.041
l_PXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.103
NRPYrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.123
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.234
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.525
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.220
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.248
LAhK)INGGEAR_ POIIqT_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs I_3SITICN (m): 204.498
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_q (m): -0.537
301
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! !
SU428610:
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-5000 -4OOO -3000 -2000












MIlq]IVi_ IXI_MBHR OF SVs: 4
MAXIIVI_ I%L_MBI_ OF SVs: 4
AVH_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSISFRGM200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
I_RPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.367
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.108




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.117
2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.217




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.743
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.306
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.251
LAhDINGGEARREF_ POINT TOL_BDSITIC_
I/_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 169.845










MINIMIIM _ OF SVs: 4
I_/_B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_/_E _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUr
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.367
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.108
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.068
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.117
l_(PYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.217
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.210
NRPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.743
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.306
NRP Zrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.251
LANDING GEAR_POINF_POSITICN
.................................................
_Xrcs I_gSITICN (m): 169.845
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.309
I_RPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.154
ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.025
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.152
Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.120
NRP Zrcs 2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.199
h_PXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.637
l_tPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.331
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.206
LANDING GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
L6_gPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 257.102










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIiM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE I_9_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FR(]M 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 309
I_qPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.154










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.637
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.331
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.206
LAhDINGGFAR_ PO_T_POSITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 257.102
LGRPYrcs POSITICiq (m): 0.894
309
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100
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TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CIY9
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.263
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.033
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.054
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.126
Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0. ii0




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.540
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.128
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.250
LAhDI_3 GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICKq
LGRP Xrcs POSITICN (m) : 153.020










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE Nt_BI_R OF SVs: 4




NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.054
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.126
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.ii0
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.225
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.540
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.128
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.250
LAkDINGGEARREFER]_X_POINF_ROSITIC_q
.................................................
IflRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 153.020



























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMIIM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_hAf_E IkUMB}_ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.173











2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.399
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.246
2-EF_DI_ (m): 0.240
LAhDINGGEAR_ PO_T_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 244.557










Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
MAXII_]M I_JMBER OF SVs: 4
AVH_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.173
MEAN DIFFERIKk[_ (m): -0.094










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.399
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.246
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.240
LAhDINGGEARREFERHIkK_ POINF_POSITIC_
I/_PXrcs POSITICN (m): 244.557











NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL































































































































NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
51 ! !
SU428620:
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
E 5
I I









-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0












MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM _ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI//ATIC_: TOTAL SYSTEM ACCURACY *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OIYf
.................................................
IqRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.280
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.159
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.053
l_PXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.144
lqRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.172
Zrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.197
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.579
IqRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.361
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.224
LANDING GEARREF_ POIN-PTC_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICIq (m): 282.318










Iq/MBHR OF SVs: 4
MAXII_dM I%K_R OF SVs: 4
AV_IRAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TII_EHISTORYANAYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.280
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.159
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.053
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.144
l_RPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.172
NRP Zrcs 2-SIG_I_DI_ (m): 0.197
l_PXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.579
l_RPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.361
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.224
IAhDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_q
I/_PXrcs POSITIGN (m): 282.318
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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MINIiVK]M _ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYAhIALYSISFRCIM200 ftHAT -> ROLL-<TJ9
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.412
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.102




2-SI(I_A DI_ (m) : 0.245
2-SI(_1% DI_ (m) : 0.116




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.859
2-RMSDIFFERI_CE (m): 0.235
2-R_S DI_ (m): 0.293
IAhDINGGEAR_ POIIkrp_IK)SITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 134.851










MINIPKI_ IkKIMBHR OF SITS: 4
MAXIPKIM IV/_BHR OF SVs: 4
AV_/_E IVOMB_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FROM 200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.412
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.102
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 078
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.245
NRP Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.116
NKP Zrcs 2-SI(_A DI_ (m) : 0.248
NRPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.859
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.235
NRP Zrcs 2-RS_DI_ (m): 0.293
LANDING GEAR _ POIS_ _ POSITIOM
LGRP Xrcs POSITION (m) : 134.851









































































































































NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 !
SU428624:
-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
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MIIkrfMLM _ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFg/_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVH_/_E _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OL_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.401
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.085










2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.840
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.199
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.287
IAhDII_6F_ARI_ POII_YOUCH_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 312.822










Iq/_BBR OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ I%KIMB]_ OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAII_TI(_I: SI_q._R _ *
*************************************************
* VALID APPRO_f_ *
*************************************************
* _ APPROAC_ *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.401
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.085










2-RI_S DI_ (m): 0.840
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.199
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.287
_IN3GEAR_ POIIqT_I:OSITI(IW
I/_Xrcs POSITION (m): 312.822


























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100
50










































































































NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 !
SU428626:
._ ..... ,.... • ..... : . __ .... _.
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIFK]M _ OF SVs: 4
AVHRAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVALUATIC_q: TOTAL SYSTHM ACCURACY *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* _PUL APPROACH *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CErP
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.431
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.169
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.118
NRP Xrcs 2-SI(_4A DIFFERENCE (m) : 0.162
Yrcs 2-SIG_4A DI_ (m) : 0.229
NRP Zrcs 2-SI(I_A DI_ (m) : 0.206
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.877
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.409
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.314
_ING GEAR _ POINT qTXX3EX3_N POSITICN
.................................................
Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 125.848










TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-CL_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DIFFERIK%_ (m) : 0.431
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.169
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.118
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.162
Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.229
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.206
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0. 877
Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.409
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.314
LANDIMG GEAR _ POHW-r _ POSITICN
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 125.848
LGRP Yrcs POSITIC_¢ (m) : 2. 862
333
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.325
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.090
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. 070
Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.179
Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.156
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFER]E%_ (m) : 0.222
NRP Xrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0. 675
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.238
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.262
LAhDIN3 GEAR _ POIik_ _ POSITICN
.................................................
Xrcs POSITICN (m): 290.016










TIME HISTORY_YSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-CK]T
.................................................
NRPXrcs MFANDI_ (m): 0.325
Ik_P YrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.090
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.070
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.179
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.156
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.222
l_qPXrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.675
l_qPYrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.238
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.262
LAND_ GEAR _ ROIN_ TOUC_KI_N POSITICN
LGRP Xrcs POSITICN (m) : 290.016




























































































































NRP Xrcs Position (m)
339




































-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












IqlMB_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM IqJMB_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUP
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.406
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.151











2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.362
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.243
LANDING GEAR_ POI19TTOUCHDGgZ_POSITI_
I_GRPXrcs P0SITIC_q (m): 214.967










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIIV_M _ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE lq/JBHR OF SVs: 4




NRP ZrcsME_NDI_ (m): 0.000
lqgPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.233
lqSPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.199
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.243
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.844
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.362
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.243
LANDINSGEAR_ POII_T_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 214.967











NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
-4000 -2000 0
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-4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0












lqdMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMUM I_/V]B]K_ OF SVs: 4
AVH_RAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.465
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.146




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.181
2-SI(_MA DI_ (m) : 0.235




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.947
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.375
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.228
LAkDINGGEAR_ POINT_POSITI(Xq
.................................................
L(19PXrcs POSITIC[q (m): 86.153














* _ APPROACH *
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRQM200 ft HAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.465
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.146




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.181
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.235




2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.947
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.375
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.228
LANDIIk_GEARREF_9]E_ POINT_[=OSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 86.153
LGRPYrcs POSITIC[q (m): 2.935
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-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 - 1000 0 1000
I I I














_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
A_ _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT ->ROLL-CUP
.................................................
I_PXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.410
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.037










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.854
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.204
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.259
LAI_3IN3GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
L(_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 141.721










M31krIM[_ ik_d_9]_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMHM _ OF SVs: 4
AV_hAGE I_L_MBHR OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* _ APPEDACH *














2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.854
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.204
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.259
LAI_DINGGEAR_POIIqg_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 141.721
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 3.232
349
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100 ........... i ............ . ........... _ ........
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 !
SU428636:
• . i .............. ,............. " ..._ .., ............. i .............
I
-6000 -5000 -4000 -300Q -2000 -1000 0 1000
I
-5000 -4000
-3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
E 10 ! !
-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0












TII_EHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-CL_
.................................................
I_qPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.469
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.105
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.171
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.240
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.270




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.968
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.342
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.413
LAIqDINGGEARREFER_ POII_T_POSITIC_
I/lqPXrcs POSITICN (m): 140.772










M]NIML_ Iq_4BHR OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ Iq_MBHR OF SVs: 4
AV_qAGE IkL_MB_q OF SVs: 4




Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.171
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.240
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.270
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.231
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.968
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.342
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.413
LANDING GEAR_ POIIqF_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 140.772



























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m) NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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z -10 i i
-6000













MINIM[]M kKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI]M N[E4B]_ OF SVs: 4
AV_/_E _ OF SVs: 4
TIiMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CUP
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.421
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.142










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.867




LGRPXrcs POSITION (m): 212.619










I_/_B_ OF SVs: 4
Iq/MBER OF SVs: 4
AV_f_E _ OF SVs: 4








2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.210
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.220





2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.359
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.228
LAhDIIqGGEAR_ I_DINr_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 212.619


























































































































































-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0












_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_HM _ OF SVs: 4
AV_/_E Ik*_4BHR OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSISFRC_200 ftHAT ->RO_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.419
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.148










2-RI_S DI_ (m): 0.870
2-RF_ DI_ (m): 0.478
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.290
LANDIN3GEAR_ POINT TfXK3KXJm-qPOSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIGN (m): 233.047










MINIML_ _ OF SVs: 4
Iq_MB_ OF SVs: 4
AV_qAGE _ OF SVs: 4




NRP ZrcsMFANDI_ (m): 0.035
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.233
l_PYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.376
Zrcs 2-SIGMADIFFEREhK_ (m): 0.281
NRPXrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.870
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.478
Zrcs 2-1_DI_ (m): 0.290
LANDIh_GEAR_ POINr_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 233.047
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 1.531
361
















NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100 ........... i ............ . ........... _ ....
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> -10 ' ' '
-6000 -4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
363
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I I I I









z -10 I I I
-6000

















NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.061
l_PXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.240
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.257
Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.275
I%_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.819
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.304
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.301
IAhDINGGEAR_ POINgqU/2HIX_qPOSITIC_q
.................................................
I_G_Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 165.709










MINIM[_ N[IMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IMI]M I%KIMB_R OF SVs: 4
A_ IkKIMB}_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.392
l_PYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.082
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.061
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.240
l_Yrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.257
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.275
NRPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.819
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.304
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.301
LA_IlklG GEAR REF_ POI_ TCLIC_ POSITIC_
Xrcs POSITICN (m) : 165.709
LGRP Yrcs POSITIC_ (m): 4.090
365
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_ Ik_MB}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIiMLM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE I%K_4BER OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-OIrf
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.534
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.190
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.001
NRPXrcs 2-SI6_4ADIFF_RI_kK_ (m): 0.265
l_RPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.405




2-RMS DI_ (m): i.i00
2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.556
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.218
LAIqDINGGEAR_ POIi_f_POSITIC[q
I/IRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 392.889










Iq_4B_R OF SVs: 4
MAXIFKIM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYAhlALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROIL-(X_
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.534
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.190
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m): 0.001
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.265
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.405
Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.218
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DIFF_RI_k_ (m) : i. 100
Yrcs 2-RI_S DI_ (m) : 0.556
Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.218
LAI_DINGGEAR_ POINPTfXX2HIX39_POSITIfXq
LGRPXrcs POSITICiW (m): 392.889
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 2.417
369
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
371
NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES









• _ ...... 7-_ . . "_'. .......................
I
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000



















-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000












lq_I_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IMDM _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE Ik%_B_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FPf_I200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
I_RPXrcsMFANDI_ (m): 0.504
k_P Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.126
NKP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.065
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.299
Yrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFERENCE (m) : 0.316
Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.268
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.050
NRPYrcs 2-RMSDIFFERIK_CE (m): 0.404
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.298
LAhKgIIq3GEAR_ POINF_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 161.042










_ OF SVs: 4
Iq_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AV_h_GE AIIMB_R OF SVs: 4














2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.050
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.404
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.298
LANDIN3GEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_[
I_GRPXrcs POSITION (m): 161.042
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 3.234
373
NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
I











































"x i : i
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-4000 -2000 0
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
E 15




-6000 -4000 -2000 0















-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000



















-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












hIIMBSR OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM Iq_4BER OF SVs: 4
AVI_RAGE IkKIMBI_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT ->RO_
.................................................
NRP XrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.500
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.156




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0. 325
2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.508




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.052
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.596
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.279
LAhK3_k_ GEAR _ POI!NT _ POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 96.989










MINIM[_ IkUMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM IkI_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVHI_E IklkMB_ OF SVs: 4
TIldE HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-Ct_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.500
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.156
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.059
NRPXrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.325
NRPYrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.508
Zrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.253
NRPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.052
NRPYrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.596
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.279
LAhDING GEAR _ POINT _ I_3SITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 96.989
























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
10050 ........... i............ '............ _ ....
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
o'°k...........i I ...........!.....
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 !
SU428650:
I I I I I I
-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000
E 5 ! !
-5000 -4000 -3000
I I I










-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_I 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-0UT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.557
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.181
NEP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.083
NRP Xrcs 2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.209
Yrcs 2-SI6_4A DI_ (m) : 0.258
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.197
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.134
l_RPYrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.445
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.258
IANDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs FOSITICN (m): 218.954










TII4EHISTORYANALYSIS FR(IM200 ftHAT -> ROLL-CLef
.................................................
NRPXrcsMFANDI_ (m): 0.557
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.181
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.083
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.209
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.258
Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.197
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.134
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.445
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.258
LANDIk_GEARREFER_kK_ POINT_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICLq (m): 218.954













NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL NRP TOTAL'SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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-6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 -2000
NRP Xrcs Position (m)
I
- 1000 0 1000
388









MIkrfsK_ lq_4B_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVS: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVALUATIC_q: TOTAL SYSTI_M ACCURACY *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VAIED APPROACH *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-fX_T
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.383
NRP Yrcs MEAN DIFFER_XK_E (m) : -0.124
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.060
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DIFFERENCE (m) : 0.264
Yrcs 2-SI(IMA DIFFERIKkK_ (m) : 0.168
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.291
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.811
IqRP Yrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.300
Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.315
IABK3Ilk_ GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICN
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITICIW (m) : 163.272










TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-<3UT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.383
Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.124
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.060
Xrcs 2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.264
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.168
Zrcs 2-SIG_4A DI_ (m) : 0.291
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0. 811
NEP Yrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.300
Zrcs 2-RI_S DI_ (m) : 0.315
LAhK)ING GEAR _ POIIw-f _ POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_q (m) : 163.272
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-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000












Iq_4BPR OF SVs: 4
MAXX_/_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE I_%_4BI_R OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.445
MFANDIFFERENCE (m): -0.151










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.939
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.366
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.334
LANDIIk_GEAR_ POIIqT_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITIC_q (m): 72.744










MINIIVAIM lq_4Bl_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMLM I%KX_IR OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SITS: 4















2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.366
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.334
LAI_DINGGEAR_ I_DINT_POSITIC[q
I/IqPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 72.744



























NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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M]iX]II_ IkU_}_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIM[IM IV/4BHR OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> RO_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.528
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.104










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.079
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.282
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.315
LANDIklGGEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
.................................................
I/lqPXrcs POSITICN (m): 324.488










MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
Iq/MBER OF SVs: 4
AVHP_GE IkKIV_ER OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.079
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.282
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.315
LANDING GEAR_ P0IN__POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 324.488
















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
5 ! !
SU428660:













z -10 I I












MINIMUM I_IMBPR OF SVs: 4
MAX]IVI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVH_A_E _ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.381
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.ii0










2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.779
2-RI_ DI_ (m): 0.297
2-RI_ DI_ (m): 0.355
LANDIIk_GEARREFER]_k_E POIkrf_POSITICN
.................................................
L6_PXrcs POSITICN (m): 343.499










M]iN-/_M _ OF SVs: 4
_ IV_MB_R OF SVs: 4
AVH_AGE IkI_4BPR OF SVs: 4





MEAN DI_ (m): -0.Ii0










2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.779
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.297
2-1_v_ DI_ (m): 0.355
LANDING GEAR_POIIkTP_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 343.499
LGRPYrcs POSITIC_ (m): 0.201
401
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100
50
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TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ftHAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.660
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.233
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.026
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.941
NEPYrcs 2-SI(IV_DI_ (m): 0.529
Zrcs 2-SIG_I%DI_ (m): 0.288
NRP Xrcs 2-EI_S DI_ (m) : i. 622
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.706
NRP Zrcs 2-RI_S DI_ (m) : 0.293
LANDIIX_GEAR_ POIikrg_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m): 179.324










MINIMLM _ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRDM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-CLrf
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.660
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.233
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.026
l_PXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.941
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.529
NRPZrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.288
NRPXrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.622
NKPYrcs 2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.706
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.293
LANDING GEAR_ POINg_R3SITICN
L6_PXrcs POSITICN (m): 179.324
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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TIiME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-<3t_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.371
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. iii
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. i00
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.141
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.229
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.255
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.755
Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.319
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.324
I_i_311_ GEAR REFERENCE POII_ TO_ POSITICN
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs I_DSITIC_ (m) : 63.126














Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.i00
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.141
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.229
NRP Zrcs 2-SIG_%DI_ (m): 0.255
NRPXrcs 2-1_v_ DI_ (m): 0.755
NRPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.319
NRP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m) : 0.324
LAk_ING GEAR _ POIIk_ _ POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIGN (m): 63.126
LGRPYrcs POSITION (m): -2.705
409
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
100
50
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAXI_K]M _ OF SVs: 4
AV_iGE AKIMB_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTCRY ANALYSIS FROM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.402
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.116




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.120
2-SIGMA DIFFER_WC_ (m) : 0.152





2-R_S DI_ (m): 0.278
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.305
LANDIN3 GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICN
LGRP Xrcs POSITIC_ (m) : 130.363





























2-R_ DI_ (m): 0.812
2-I_S D_ (m): 0.278
2-RF_DIFFER_q2E (m): 0.305
LAhDIklG GEAR _ POINt TOUC_C%_ POSITIC_
L6RP Xrcs POSITICN (m) : 130.363
LGRP Yrcs POSITION (m) : 0.831
413
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Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.089
i%_PXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.123
NRPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.242
NRPZrcs 2-SI(IMADI_ (m): 0.230
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.921
lqRPYrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.394
NRP Zrcs 2-RS_SDI_ (m): 0.291
LANDING GEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_q
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICLq (m): 128.751










TIME HISTORYAhlALYSIS FROM200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(3I/f
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.457
NKPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.155
Ik_RPZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.089
NRP Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.123
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA D_ (m) : 0.242
Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.230
l_RPXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.921
l_RPYrcs 2-1_DIFF_RIKkK_ (m): 0.394
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.291
iAhDINGGFAR_ POIIqg_POSITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITI(lq (m): 128.751


































































































































NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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MINIMDM Iq_4BHR OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI]M lqIqB_ OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE IkKIMBHR OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI//ATIC_: TOTAL SYSTHIK _ *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROIL-fX_
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.523
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.123
Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.118
Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.095
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.192
Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.246
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : i. 050
Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.312
NRP Zrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.341
LAhDING GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICN
.................................................
LGRP Xrcs POSITIQN (m) : 136.857










IqlMBER OF SVs: 4
MAXIFI_ IkE_4B}_ OF SVs: 4
AV_qAGE _ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI//ATIC_: SHNSOR _ *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* VALID APPROACH *
*************************************************
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRCM 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.523
I_P Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.123
NRP Zrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.118
I_P Xrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.095
NRP Yrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.192
h_P Zrcs 2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.246
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : i. 050
NRP Yrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m) : 0.312
Zrcs 2-i_ DI_ (m) : 0.341
LANDING GEAR _ POINT _ POSITICN
.................................................
I_6RP Xrcs POSITICN (m) : 136.857
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MINIIq/M Iki_v_I_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AV]_gAGE I_IMBER OF SVs: 4
TI_4EHISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.537
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.172
NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.154
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.124
l_gPYrcs 2-SI(IVlADI_ (m): 0.266




2-RMS DI_ (m) : i. 082
2-R_ DI_ (m) : 0.436
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.380
LANDING GEARREFER]_WCE POIN-P_POSITIC_
_Xrcs POSITI(]N (m): 153.786










_ OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVe{AGE NIIMB_{ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EV_JI_TI(_I": _R ACCURACY *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.537
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.172




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.124
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.266




2-]_MS DIFFER_gC_ (m): 1.082
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.436
2-EF_S DI_ (m): 0.380
LAhDIIq_GEAR_ POIIqT_POSITICiW
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITI(]N (m): 153.786





















NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL










NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
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TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.460
NRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0.197




2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.164
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.302
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.230
NRPXrcs 2-RMS DIFFER]KkK_ (m): 0.934
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.497
Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.319
LAhDINGGEAR_ POII_T_POSITICiq
.................................................
1/19PXrcs POSITICN (m): 182.509










MINIML_4 lq/_B_ OF SVs: 4
MAXII6/K Nt_B]_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAGE _R OF SVs: 4
TIi_EHISTORYANALYSIS FR(]M200 ftHAT ->ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRPXrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.460
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.197




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.164
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.302




2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.934
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.497
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.319
LAhDINGGEARREFER]_qCE POINT_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 182.509
I/3P_Yrcs POSITIC_ (m): 0.663
429
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TIIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FR(]M 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.666
NRPYrcsMEANDIFFERENCE (m): -0.131
NRP Zrcs MEANDI_ (m): 0.118
l_RPXrcs 2-SI(_4ADI_ (m): 0.363
NRPYrcs 2-SI(I_ADI_ (m): 0.201
NRP Zrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.245
NRP Xrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.380
NRP Yrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.331
NRP Zrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.340
LANDIk_GEAR_ POINF_POSITICN
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITI(I_ (m): 117.852










_ OF SVs: 4
IV_4BI_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAGE Ik<_4B_R OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_200 ft HAT -> ROLL-GrIT
.................................................
NRPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.666
NRPYrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.131











2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.331
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.340
IAhDINGGEAR_POIIqT_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 117.852
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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NRP LONGITUDINAL, LATERAL & VERTICAL UNFILTERED POSITION DIFFERENCES
E 5 ! ! !
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AVERAGE Iq[IMB_ OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVALUATICIq: TOTAL SYSTEM ACCURACY *
*************************************************
TIME HISTORYANALYSIS FRC_4200 ftHAT -> ROLL-<X/f
.................................................
I_RPXrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.660
NRP Yrcs MEANDI_ (m): -0.239










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.342
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.595
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.443
LAhDI_GGEAR_ PO_T_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_q (m): 154.243










MINIM[_ _ OF SVs: 4
MAX/IVL_ Iq_4B_R OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE NUMBHR OF SVs: 4














2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.342
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.595
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.443
LAk_INGGEAR_ POIIkrf_POSITIC_q
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 154.243
LGRPYrcs POSITICKq (m): 0.252
437
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NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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N[IMB_ OF SVs: 4
MAXXlVI_ _ OF SVs: 4
AV_gAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIiME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-(X_
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 575
NRPYrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.269










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.167
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.651
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.299
LAIqgINGGEAR_ POINT_POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIf]N (m): 140.551










IV_4BHR OF SVs: 4
_ OF SVs: 4
AVEgAGE IV_4B_ OF SVs: 4




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.575
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.269










2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.167
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.651
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.299
I/@_]ik_Z GEAR REFER]Kk[_ ROIN_ _ POSITICN
_Xrcs POSITI_ (m): 140.551












NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS PRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.709












2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.466
2-RF_ DI_ (m): 0.421
2-EMSDI_ (m): 0.351
IAhDnk_GEAR_ POINP_POSITICN
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 153.991










NUMB_ OF SVs: 4
__OF SVs: 4
AVEg_/]E IV_4B_ OF SVS: 4




NRP ZrcsMEANDI_ (m): 0.118
NRPXrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.369
l_qPYrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.256
l_PZrcs 2-SIGMADI_ (m): 0.260
l_PXrcs 2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.466
NRPYrcs 2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.421
NKP Zrcs 2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.351
LAhDINGGEAR_ POIIWT_BOSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 153.991











NRP POSITION vs 95% TUNNEL
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NRP TOTAL SYSTEM POSITION DIFF
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_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIML_ _ OF SVs: 4
AVERAGE IkiK_91_ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_ 200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUr
.................................................
NRP Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0.589
NRP YrcsMEANDI_ (m): -0.164




2-SI(IMA DI_ (m) : 0.242
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.378




2-RMS DI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.501
2-EMS DI_ (m): 0.328
LAhDIk_GEAR_ POINT T(X](X£[X3%_POSITIC_q
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 128.892










N[Z_ER OF SVs: 4
MAX_6/_ lq/4B_ OF SVs: 4
AVI_gAGE Iq_4B_R OF SVs: 4
TIMEHISTORYANALYSIS FRCN200 ft HAT -> ROLL-OUT
.................................................









MEAN DI_ (m): -0.164
MEAN DI_ (m): 0.089
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0.242
2-SIGMA DI_ (m) : 0. 378
2-SIG_4A DI_ (m) : 0.275
2-RMSDI_ (m): 1.202
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.501
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.328
LAhDINGGEAR_ POINP_POSITIC_
.................................................
LGRPXrcs POSITICN (m): 128.892
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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N[IMBI_ OF SVs: 4
MAX]IMIIM Iq_4BPR OF SVs: 4
AVerAGE _ OF SVs: 4
TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS FRC_4 200 ft HAT -> ROLIr<X_
.................................................
Xrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : 0. 659
IqRP Yrcs MEAN DI_ (m) : -0. 087










2-RMS DI_ (m) : i. 375
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.263
2-RI_S DI_ (m): 0.449
LANDIIk]GGEAR_ POIikrf_POSITICN
_Xrcs POSITICN (m): 99.080










_ OF SVs: 4
MAXIMI_ I%L_BPR OF SVs: 4
AVI_AGE IV_4BPR OF SVs: 4
*************************************************
* METHOD OF EVAI./_TI(lg: b-'l_q_R _ *
*************************************************
* _ APPROACH *




MEAN DI_ (m): 0.659
MEAN DI_ (m): -0.087










2-EMS DI_ (m): 1.375
2-RMS DI_ (m): 0.263
2-RMSDI_ (m): 0.449
LAhDIik_ GEAR _ POINP _ POSITIC_
LGRPXrcs POSITIC_ (m): 99.080
_Yrcs P0SITIC_ (m): 0.007
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NRP Xrcs Position (m)
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Horizontal Dilution of Precision
Initial Approach Fix
Intemational Civil Aviation Organization
Instrument Landing System
Lateral Control Motion Noise
Lateral Flight Technical Error
Landing Gear Reference Point
Lateral Path Following Error
Lateral Sensor Error
Lateral Total System Error















Vertical Control Motion Noise
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Vertical Sensor Error
Vertical Total System Error
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Runway Coordinate System X Direction
Runway Coordinate System Y Direction
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Mean Absolute Value + Two Sigma Standard Deviation
Two Root Mean Square
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